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RECONFIGURABLE SATELLITE AND 
ANTENNA COVERAGE COMMUNICATIONS 

BACKUP CAPABILITIES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to co-pending U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/222,420, entitled "A Rotatable Scan- 
nable Reconfigurable Shaped Reflector With a Movable 
Feed System" filed simultaneously with the present 
application, the subject matter of such co-pending applica- 
tion being incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to space and communica- 
tions satellites, and more particularly, to a reconfigurable 
payload for a satellite so that it may mimic many payloads 
to provide backup services for many different satellites or to 
be used as a flexible stand alone satellite. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Satellite fleet operators depend on continuity of service 
for a satellite in order to maintain continuous service to 
satellite users. In the event of a satellite failure, a backup 
service is needed to avoid extended inconvenience to users, 
or to avoid the risk of users being lost to a competitor before 
a backup satellite can be ordered, built and launched. 

In many applications, a satellite's frequency plan and 
coverage is unique. In some cases, the satellite customer 
does not have prior knowledge of his customers. Therefore, 
a reconfigurable satellite provides in-orbit flexibility. If a 
customer base changes while the satellite is in orbit, it can 
be reconfigured to provide service. In the situation of 
providing backup services, a unique spare satellite would be 
required for each satellite in a fleet of satellites. 

Abackup satellite having the capability to be reconfigured 
would avoid the expensive option of a unique spare. A 
satellite having a communication payload that can be recon- 
figured in space so that it mimics various payloads with 
various frequency plans and antenna coverages would allow 
a single satellite to provide backup services to many differ- 
ent satellites. In addition, a reconfigurable payload would 
allow a satellite fleet operator to provide a replacement 
satellite relatively quickly in the event of a satellite failure. 

A satellite having a communication payload that can be 
reconfigured in space so that it mimics various payloads 
with various frequency plans and antenna coverages would 
allow a single satellite to provide services to many different 
customers over the lifetime of the satellite. A reconfigurable 
payload would allow a satellite fleet operator to have flex- 
ibility in-orbit. This allow the operator to procure and build 
a reconfigurable satellite while marketing satellites to vari- 
ous customers. The result is a satellite that is ready for orbit 
quicker, and ready to provide services sooner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention is a communication payload that 

can be reconfigured in space such that it mimics many 
payloads with various frequency plans and antenna cover- 
ages. The combination of a flexible antenna system and an 
agile repeater capable of handling various uplink and down- 
link frequency plans makes a reconfigurable payload pas- 
sible. 

Three technologies are combined to make a reconfig- 
urable payload for a satellite; a flexible coverage pattern, a 

10 

15 

variable downconverter technology, and sufficiently filtered 
channels across the downlink bandwidth. There are several 
variations to each of these three technologies, each combin- 
able with the others. 

A flexible coverage pattern can be provided by any one of 
the following methods: a dual reflector antenna configura- 
tion that is steerable, rotateable, and/or defocusable used as 
a standalone antenna or as part of a farm of antennas, a 
single reflector antenna configuration that is steerable, 
rotateable and/or defocusable used as a stand alone or in a 
farm of antennas, or a reconfigurable phased array either 
direct radiating or reflecting off either a dual or a single 
antenna system. 

The variable downconverter technology can be provided 
by any means. It is possible to use downconverters that have 
either local or external oscillators. The frequency is gener- 
ated cither by a frequency synthesizer or switching between 
multiple fixed oscillators of various frequencies. Another 
frequency selecting alternative is groups of switchable 

20 downconverters using fixed oscillators. 
Channels across the downlink bandwidth can be suffi- 

ciently filtered using a sufficient number of input multiplex 
(IMUX) filters to channelize every channel of the potential 
receive spectrum. Additionally, a sufficient number of output 
multiplex (OMUX) filters to channelize every channel of the 
potential transmit spectrum is also used. A sufficient number 
of switches are used to access IMUX and OMUX filters, 
along with a method of routing channels between IMUX 
filters, OMUX filters, switches and high power amplifiers. 

It is an object of the present invention to improve the 
backup capabilities of satellite systems.  

~Itis*anoiherjroy 
IsateilitejipAyloacjithat^ 

35 payload of many ^different, satellites,^thereby^improving^ 
\^ backup capabilities w^hp^Uh^ / 

rindividual backup' satellites. _  
I   It is still another objecfoHhe~present invention to provide 

a flexible antenna configuration, a selectable uplink and 
40 downlink frequency plan, and a channelized filter system to 

have reconfigurable payload capabilities for a satellite. 
Other objects and features of the present invention will 

become apparent when viewed in light of the detailed 
description of the preferred embodiment when taken in 
conjunction with the attached drawings and appended 
claims. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

50 FIG. 1A is an example of a coverage pattern for four 
Ku-band antennas on a reconfigurable satellite of the present 
invention; 

FIG. IB is an example of a different coverage pattern for 
four Ku-band antennas on the reconfigurable satellite of the 

55 present invention; 
FIG. 1C is an example of another coverage pattern for 

four Ku-band antennas on the reconfigurable satellite of the 
present invention; 

fio     PIG. 2 is a block diagram of a single conversion mixer 
with a fixed oscillator; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of multiple downconverters for 
selectable downconversion frequencies; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram for selectable downconversion 
65 frequency using multiple switched oscillators; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of multiple fixed oscillators in 
a dual conversion configuration; 
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FIG. 6 is a block diagram of multiple oscillators to handle 
variable up and down conversion frequencies with a com- 
mon IF; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a dual conversion synthesizer 
topology with a common IF; and 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a reconfigurable payload. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Three separate technologies are utilized in one spacecraft 
to allow a communications payload of a satellite to be 
reconfigured in space such that it may mimic many payloads 
with various frequency plans and antenna coverages for 
providing backup services for failed satellites. Flexible 
antenna coverage, variable downconverter technology and 
channels sufficiently filtered across the downlink bandwidth 
are all necessary, in combination, to achieve reconfiguration 
of the satellite in space. 

A typical, non-reconfigurable spacecraft has "shaped" 
antenna coverage. To generate the strongest received signal 
on the ground, a shaped coverage pattern transmits the 
maximum amount of the available power to the intended 
coverage area and the minimum amount of power to undes- 
ircd areas. For example, an English language dircct-to-homc 
satellite system might broadcast to the United States and 
Canada while it would not transmit to adjacent ocean 
regions and Mexico. 

The shape of the desired coverage pattern varies from 

known antenna technologies that can change their coverage 
patterns in orbit. In the preferred embodiment, there are six 
(6) antennas in the system. Two operate at C-band and four 
operate at Ku-band. All of the antennas are Gregorian 
dual-reflector antennas with a rotateablc main reflector. The 
four Ku-band antennas also use feed^defocusing which 
facilitates beam shape variajionjn orbit.-TJiTfunctionjof the -v 

<^~"antenna system is to_;generate beams coveringf the many-~-^ 
<__;differenbareas covered*b.y.,existinE,satellitesJoi a, fteet of~"\ 
10-satellites,-for example^he' Jhreet^o^ 

FIGS. 1A~ through" 1C; ' 
A reconfigurable payload can be realized by combining a 

type of flexible antenna coverage technology with variable 
uplink and downlink frequency technologies and sufficient 
filtering technologies. 

Variable downconverter technology is the next piece of 
the present invention. The frequency at which a signal is 
transmitted to a satellite is known as the uplink frequency. 
The frequency at which the signal is broadcast back down to 
the ground is referred to as the downlink frequency. The 
uplink and downlink frequencies must be different from 
each other to avoid interference with each other. The process 
of changing a signal from the uplink frequency to the 
corresponding downlink frequency is known as downcon- 
vcrsion. This is because the uplink frequency is generally 
higher than the downlink frequency. And, for obvious 
reasons, in cases where the uplink frequency is lower than 
the downlink frequency, the process is called upconversion. 

15 

20 

25 

Upconverters and downconverters use an analog technol- 
satellite to satellite. A beam covering the United States 30 ogy known as a mixer. A mixer takes the input of two voltage 

35 

varies significantly from a beam covering Japan or Europe. 
Even two satellites covering the same areas may require 
different shaped beams if they are located at two different 
orbital locations. 

For a reconfigurable satellite to be flexible and to mimic 
a variety of satellites, the.satellite.must.be.abjejo change its 

«. ^—coverage pattern_in_orbiL A br^ ^ 
\    coverage is nccessarv^aTrplj^ 

"   The £r(^blm^^ 
r'same antennas may^receive or-transmit ^any_of the desired J 
\uplink and downlink^frequencies) To the extent that the 

antennas are not sufficiently broadband, additional antennas 
will be required, (i.e. separate transmit and receive 
antennas). However, there is a significant increase in weight 
and therefore, cost associated with additional antennas. 

There are several technologies available to accomplish 
this goal. For example, pointable, rotateable, defocusable 
antennas mounted to the nadir, or earth-facing, side of the 
spacecraft can be rotated, pointed and defocused to provide 
coverage for any desired area. 

FIGS. 1A through 1C are examples of three such coverage 
patterns for four Ku-band antennas. It should be noted that 
while Ku-band antenna coverage is shown, it is for example 
purposes and the present invention can be applied to C-band 
and Ka-band operation as well. FIG. 1A is the Atlantic 
Ocean Region (AOR) including the United States, Mexico, 
Northern South America, Southern South America and 
Europe. FIG. IB is the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) includ- 
ing Europe and the Middle East, India, Asia, and South 
Africa. FIG. 1C is the Pacific Ocean Region (POR) includ- 
ing Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, Australia and the United 
States. These are examples of the different shaped antenna 
patterns in a satellite fleet. 

Other technologies may be used to accomplish the same 
effect. For example, reconfigurable phased array antennas or 
steerable spot beam antennas, or a combination are well 

45 
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signals and outputs their product. To downconvert (or 
upconvert) a signal, the mixer is fed by the uplink signal and 
an oscillator operating at a frequency equal to the difference 
between the uplink and downlink frequencies. The mixer 
outputs the product of the frequencies equal to the desired 
downlink frequency. 

An example of a single conversion mixer with a fixed ^ 
oscillator is shown in FIG. 2. The uplink signal has a 
frequency, fl. The downlink signal has a frequency, f2. An 
oscillator operates at a frequency that, when mixed with the 
uplink signal, produces a downlink signal f2. A wide range 
of oscillator frequencies are used by satellites to perform up 
and down conversions. Therefore, a satellite attempting to 
mimic the operating of existing or future satellites must be 
able to mimic the frequencies of the oscillators on board any 
one of many satellites. 

Typically, on a satellite, the device containing the mixer 
is inside a box known as either a downconverter, or if a low 
noise amplifier is also inside the box, it is known as a 
receiver. In both cases, the oscillator may be either internal 
or external to the box. When the oscillator is internal to the 
box, it is called a local oscillator. Local oscillators are 
typically generated by the use of crystals operating at precise 
predetermined frequencies. 

There are a several technologies available that generate a 
variety of frequencies. One way is to switch between a 
variety of up and down converters, each with its own local 
oscillator, or to use an up (or down) converter fed by a 
variety of switchable oscillators each operating at a different 
frequency. An example of this arrangement is shown in FIG. 
3. 

There is shown in FIG. 3 an uplink signal having a 
frequency fl a switch SI selects between a first mixer, Ml 
and a second mixer, M2. A second switch S2 selects between 
the mixers Ml and M2 and outputs the desired downlink 
frequency. Each of the mixers Ml and M2 is connected to 
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an independent oscillator 10 and 12 having fixed frequen- 
cies. The first oscillator 10 is connected to the mixer Ml and 
operates at a frequency of G-fl. The second oscillator 12 is 
connected to the second mixer, M2 and operates at a 
frequency f3-fl. 

Depending on which switch path is selected, the downlink 
frequency can be selected as either f2 or £3. When switch SI 
is selected, the output of the mixer is the downlink frequency 
f2 and when switch S2 is selected the output of the mixer is 

variable frequency, fl or £2. The uplink signal is mixed, by 
mixer Ml, with an intermediate frequency (IF), fed by one 
of two oscillators 18 or 20 and a switch SI to select between 
the oscillators 18 and 20. The uplink signal is then converted 
to the intermediate frequency (IF). Another mixer M2 mixes 
the intermediate frequency (IF) with a signal from one of a 
plurality of oscillators 22 and 24, selectable by switch S2. In 
the example shown in FIG. 6, the oscillators 22 and 24 
operate at frequencies f3-IF and f4-IF respectively. The 

the downlink frequency f3. Obviously, the complexity of the 10 result is a variable down link signal, in the example shown 
switching system depends on the number of switches, mix- 
ers and oscillators and can be modified as necessary. 

An alternative method is to use a down (or up) converter 
fed by a variety of switchable oscillators each operating at 
a different frequency. An example of this arrangement is 
shown in FIG. 4. The uplink signal is operating at frequency 
fl and is fed into a mixer Ml that produces the downlink 
signal. A switch, SI, allows desired frequencies to be 
selected from multiple oscillators. In the FIG. 4 example, 
two independent oscillators are shown 12 and 14, each 
operating at a different frequency. Oscillator 12 operates at 
a frequency f2-fl and oscillator 14 operates at a frequency 
of O-fl. Therefore, depending on which oscillator is 
selected by switch SI and mixed with uplink frequency fl in 
mixer Ml, the downlink frequency will be f2 or £3. It is to 
be understood that any number of oscillators may be 
employed. 

In the configuration shown in FIG. 4, there is the potential 
for in-band spurious signals to degrade the quality of the 
communication signal. A spurious signal, also called a spur, 
is an undesired lone generated by the non-linear properties 
inherent to mixers. The severity of a spur is a function of the 
signal and local oscillator frequencies. There is an alterna- 
tive method to downconvcrt, without the drawback of spurs. 
A dual conversion design eliminates spurs by first down- 
converting the signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) and 
then performing a second conversion to the desired down- 
link frequency. 

The output of the mixer is a product of frequencies, which 
also includes a product of harmonics of those frequencies. 
These harmonics, or spurs, may be close in frequency to the 
desired signal making it difficult to filter out the undesired 
frequencies. Carefully selecting an intermediate frequency 
will avoid interference from potential harmonics the sums 
and differences of the receive and local oscillator signals that 
are near the desired downlink signal. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a downconverter having 
multiple fixed oscillators in a dual conversion configuration 
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either £3 or f4. While only four oscillators are shown in the 
present example, it is to be understood that any number of 
oscillators is possible, resulting in any number of possible 
output frequencies. 

Multiple oscillators are one way to generate multiple 
downconversion frequencies. An alternative to multiple 
oscillators is the use of synthesizers. Synthesizers generate 
an arbitrary frequency within a specified range of frequen- 
cies and fixed step size. Therefore, a single synthesizer can 
replace a single, or many oscillators. FIG. 7 is a block 
diagram of this arrangement. 

The system has an uplink signal having a frequency ul, 
u2, u3, etc. A synthesizer 26 produces a signal ul-IF, u2-IF, 
u3-IF, etc and is mixed with the uplink signal by mixer Ml. 
The uplink signal is now converted to the intermediate 
frequency IF. The intermediate frequency IF is mixed in 
mixer M2 with a signal from another synthesizer 28 that is 
capable of generating a signal dl-IF, d2-IF, d3-IF, etc. The 
output of mixer M2 is the downlink signal dl, d2, d3, etc. In 
FIGS. 4 through 7 the intermediate frequency was assumed 
to be lower than the receive frequency for the purpose of 
illustration. In practice, the intermediate frequency (IF) may 
be higher or lower than the receive frequency as long as the 
resulting intermediate frequency (IF) yields a spur free 
region to translate to the final desired output frequency. 
Either approach may be used. 

The last piece of the present invention lies in proper filter 
technologies. In order to accommodate operation in a wide 
portion of the allocated spacecraft transmit spectrum, input 
and output channel filters are required for each possible 
broadcast channel. It is possible to select filters that cover 
the entire bandwidth contiguously. This provides the most 
efficient scenario. FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a repeater for 
a reconfigurable satellite of the present invention, and can be 
used to explain the filtering technology.. 
r^The input channel filters 40?Jor, IMUX, separate., toe j 
wideband uplink signal.into.multiple.channels. The signals 
are low power, and losses are not a major concern at low 

to select different downlink frequencies from the same 50 power levels. Therefore, these filters are easily selectable. In 
downconverter without the potential for spurs by using an 
intermediate frequency (IF). The arrangement is similar to 
the one shown in FIG. 4. However, there is an additional 
mixer M2 and an oscillator 16 operating at a frequency that, 
when mixed with the uplink frequency fl will output a 55 
predetermined intermediate frequency (IF). The intermedi- 
ate frequency (IF) is mixed with the signal from either 
oscillator 12 having a frequency of Q-IF or oscillator 14 
having a frequency of O-If to output the downlink frequency 
either f2 or £3. 60 

In some applications it is necessary to handle different 
uplink and downlink frequencies on the same downcon- 
verter. The dual conversion arrangement can be modified 
such that the oscillator that mixes with the uplink signal can 
also vary. FIG. 6 is an example of multiple oscillators to 65 
handle variable up and down conversion frequencies with a 
common intermediate frequency. The uplink signal has a 

operation the signal is passed through each channel where a 
passband of the filter selects and routes the proper signal. All 
other signals are reflected back into a circulator and passed 
onto the next channel filter. 

The output channel filters 48, or OMUX, combine ampli- 
fied signals and route the signal to the antenna. The output 
channel filters are high power. The number of channels 
should be limited to approximately twenty (20) adjacent 
channels for practical purposes. Theoretically, there is no 
limit to the number of contiguous OMUX filters, but for 
practical design considerations, the number should be lim- 
ited until current the current state of the art is enhanced 
enough to make more channels cost effective. OMUX filters 
deal with signals that are at very high power levels. High 
power results in the generation of heat and the must be 
dissipated. Additionally, operating at high power means that 
losses become more critical. 
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In the preferred embodiment, to accommodate more chan- 
nels using existing technology and still avoid excessive heat 
and losses while maintaining realistic costs, it is necessary 
to combine multichannel continuous OMUX fillers \vitb 
diplexed ^oups.of^ntigu^usQMUX filters.^ 

/^emulate any of the six satellites in the fleet. The switches ^ 
access up to four multiplexers for each polarization. Each / 

f output multiplexer box represents six (6) output filters 48. A . 
L. total of one hundred fifty-six (156) output filters 48 are used 1 

^Tesen tfli ntffieTftp 1 execiJ f req u en c yj. re g ion * in orqerJtoT' 

fdleT^fhiglKlowi pass'filters as alternatives to dip lexers. In 
the future there~may be technology that allows contiguous 

ap^nifis^^ s] m tDC output multiplexers to achieve the versatility in the 
ffr^ frequency spectrum. The section IV outputs are connected toj) 
e(._  transmit antennas 501 ~ 

The combination of the flexible antenna system, the 
variable downlink conversion system and the selectable 

filters with more channels that will simplify the present JO Alter technology allow a single satellite to be reconfigured to 

25 

invention. 
It may not always be desirable for the satellite to operate 

near the full number of possible channels in a given con- 
figuration. In such cases, there will be more filters than 
active channels. A reduced number of active channels per- 15 
mils fewer high power amplifiers to be implemented in the 
payload. A switching system 42 and 46 that allows different 
amplifiers to be switched to and from different filters 
depending the desired satellite configuration is incorporated. 
High power microwave switches make it possible to use the 20 

same high power amplifier with multiple filters. The routing 
from switches to amplifiers and filters is accomplished with 
either coaxial cables or waveguide. 

Referring to FIG. 8 in detail, there is shown a block 
diagram of one embodiment of a repeater for the reconfig- 
urable satellite of the present invention. The example dia- 
gram in FIG. 8 is capable of mimicking any one of six 
satellites in a fleet of satellites. It should be noted that while 
this example of backing up any one of six satellites is shown, 
the present invention can be applied to mimic any number of 
satellites, or can be used as a stand alone satellite for in-orbit 
flexibility. 

Section I of FIG. 8 establishes the repeater noise figure, 
converts signals from the receive band to the transmit band 
and provides a substantial portion ofthc repeater gain. In the 
presejitjsxjimple, fslictiqn rTcce"pts~ihput-signals-at-eightn 

r^antenna ports 30."The?signals ar^routed.th^ough^w^ise j 
\ amplifiers 32 to-avnetwork 34 which obm'bjnes.thj^re^i^dj 

beams m^any^desired^                The flexible antenna 
y coverage disois^diaboye. Dowhephverters 36. handle vari^ 
S ous^frequcncicsiand^n jKrform^anv.one of six conversions^ 

required by a satellite fleWcifrsiXisatellites and provide the j 
variable downconversion discussell^fjc)veT^r —^ 
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mimic any other satellite in a fleet of satellites. This allows 
a single satellite to provide backup for any one satellite that 
may fail in fleet. The reconfigurable satellite of the present 
invention provides backup coverage without having to inter- 
rupt service and force users to use alternative satellite 
operators to continue their service. The backup coverage 
provided by the reconfigurable satellite of the present inven- 
tion is accomplished with minimal interruption of service 
and without the impractical expense of having a unique 
spare for each satellite of a fleet. 

While particular embodiments of the invention have been 
shown and described, numerous variations and alternate 
embodiments will occur to those skilled in the art. 
Accordingly, it is intended that the invention be limited only 
in terms of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A reconfigurable satellite for modifying predetermined 

characteristics of a payload, the reconfigurable satellite 
comprising: 

an antenna system having a flexible coverage pattern; 
a variable analog signal converter system for converting 

a first predetermined frequency to a second predeter- 
mined frequency; 

filter means for isolating selected input and output chan- 
nels; and 

whereby the predetermined characteristics of the payload 
can be modified by changing the flexible coverage 
pattern, varying first and second predetermined fre- 
quencies and filtering the input and output channels 
while the satellite is in orbit, the modified predeter- 
mined characteristics of the payload mimic predeter- 
mined characteristics of a failed satellite such that the 
reconfigurable satellite provides a backup means for the 
failed satellite with minimal interruption in satellite 
service. 

2. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 — Secji6n>II*accepts-<the^ 
s^g^^ y^^^u^^mt!S^ comprised dual reflect 
s~Pj!S™^yS^ tor antenna that is steerable, rotatable and defocusable. 
Jhe^arious^^^ inr^filjefs^-^ 
40.,Aftef,fi lie ring, the chapnelize d signalsi^whicht'^^^|upji."] 
to thirty-six •(36)"channeis^are*routed through attravcling ^0 

3. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 2 
wherein the dual reflector antenna is a standalone antenna. 

4. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 2 
A ^^^TTWT) input redundancy ring.;E^box«h^e3«? whereinVe^^ farm of 

block' diagram represents'six (6) input filters 40. A total-ow antennas 
*:",r' ":"mn ''   ''^'^^BSSSSS^^^it^    5- The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 <T"   ninety-six (96Jrin 

^^Jrequency^plan^" 
\   are routed through another'set of switches^_lo Section IHtf 55 

^-—Section-IlI-providcs the-channelizcd gain control7TWT 
linearization, and amplification to the TWT output levels of 
140 Walts. An equalization network (not shown) may also be 
included with each TWT to equalize its frequency response 
over the transmit bandwidth. This permits broadband lin- $o 
earization of the TWT's. Each box in Section III represents 
a set of six active TWT's with linearizers, or high power 
amplifiers, 44, also known as OMUX fillers. 

^ISI'^^^^S-^SI^SF^ herein the antenna system further comprises a single 
reflector antenna that is steerable, rotateable, and defocus- 
able. 

6. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 5 
wherein the single reflector antenna is a standalone antenna. 

7. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 5 
wherein the single reflector antenna is used in a farm of 
antennas. 

8. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the antenna system further comprises a reconfig- 

"Section IV accepts the amplified^iitput^^nalsfroni they    urable phased array. 
■'nyXs^andlroutes them throughit,ge^^r|it^rtjon-of theses~~} 9. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 8 
redundancyring tattie bulpul inuT^|Sr5^^^^^^aes^   J wherein the reconfigurable phased array is a direct radiating 

_46. These switches 46 are used to configure the repeaterjp_/ antenna system. 
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10. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 8 

wherein Che reconfigurable phased array is reflecting off a 
dual antenna system. 

11. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 8 
wherein the reconfigurable phased array is reflecting off a 5 
single antenna system. 

12. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the variable signal converter further comprises: 

a plurality of oscillators each operating at a different 
predetermined frequency equal to the difference 10 

between a first predetermined frequency and a second 
predetermined frequency; 

a first mixer connected to each of the plurality of oscil- 
lators for mixing the first predetermined frequency with 
one of the different predetermined frequencies of the 15 

plurality of oscillators; 
a switch connected between at the at least one mixer and 

each of the plurality of oscillators, the switch for 
selecting one of the plurality of oscillators; 2Q 

whereby the mixer produces an output equal to the second 
predetermined frequency. 

13. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 12 
wherein the variable signal converter further comprises: 

an oscillator operating at a different predetermined fre- 25 
quency to be mixed with the first predetermined fre- 
quency; 

a second mixer connected to the oscillator for mixing the 
first predetermined frequency and the different prede- 
termined frequency and output an intermediate fre- 30 

quency; 
whereby the intermediate frequency is mixed with one of 

the frequencies of the plurality of oscillators to produce 
the second predetermined frequency. 

14. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 13 
wherein the variable signal converter further comprises: 

a plurality of oscillators each operating at a different 
predetermined frequency to be mixed at the second 
mixer with the first predetermined frequency; 

35 

a switch connected to each of the plurality of oscillators 
and the second mixer for selecting one of the plurality 
of oscillators; 

whereby the second mixer produces an output equal to the 
intermediate frequency. 

15. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the variable signal converter further comprises: 

the first predetermined frequency being one of a plurality 
of frequencies; 

a first synthesizer for generating an output to be mixed 
with the plurality of first predetermined frequencies; 

a first mixer connected between the plurality of first 
predetermined frequencies and the first synthesizer for 
mixing the plurality of first predetermined frequencies 
with the output of the first synthesizer to produce an 
intermediate frequency; 

a second synthesizer for generating an output to be mixed 
with the intermediate frequency; 

a second mixer for mixing the intermediate frequency and 
the output of the second synthesizer to produce a 
plurality of second predetermined frequencies. 

16. The reconfigurable satellite as claimed in claim 1 - 
wherein the filter means further comprises: 

a network of switches for routing a signal through the 
input channels; 

a plurality of input multiplexer filters selected by the 
network of switches for channelizing the input chan- 
nels; 

a network of switches for routing the signal from the input 
multiplexer filters to a plurality of output multiplexer 
filters; 

a network of switches that accepts an output signal from 
the plurality of output multiplexer filters and reconfig- 
ures the payload. 
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